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frozen shoulder

“See your
massage
therapist
immediately after
any shoulder
injury to prevent
frozen shoulder”

As far as joints are
concerned, the shoulder
is truly remarkable. It
moves in absolutely
every direction. The
only other joint that is
even somewhat close in
terms of the different
types of movement is
the hip. But even there,
the mobility is much
more limited.
You need a lot of
movement in the
shoulder to perform
everyday activities. The

ligaments that hold the
upper arm bone, the
humerus, in the socket
are quite loose to allow
for this wide range of
motion. Because they
are lax, they don’t do
much to hold the
shoulder together.
What really holds the
shoulder together and
stabilizes the joint are
muscles that are
referred to as the
rotator cuff. There are
four small muscles that
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run from the shoulder
blade to the humerus.
These muscles
completely surround the
humerus like a sleeve
or cuff. They are very
dynamic, contracting to
stabilize the shoulder
when needed or
relaxing to allow you to
move the arm freely.
The movement of our
shoulder is so free and
easy that we often take
it for granted.
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how does a shoulder “freeze”?
“Your
massage
therapist can
give you
exercises to
prevent or
treat frozen
shoulder.”

Frozen shoulder, also
called adhesive capsulitis,
usually starts with a minor
injury. For example, you
may jar your shoulder by
tripping and breaking your
fall with an outstretched
arm. It may also start
after an inflammatory
problem, like a little
tendinitis or bursitis of the
shoulder.
Because the shoulder is
painful, you’ll often limit
your movement or stop
using your shoulder to
avoid any discomfort.
Although it’s important to

rest your body if it’s
injured, the rest period
should be limited to just
the first 24 to 48 hours
following an injury. If you
restrict your movement
for any longer than that,
adhesions, constricting
bands of fibrous tissue,
start to form within the
shoulder joint.

don’t normally have an
opportunity to develop.
Limit your movement for
several days, however,
and this fibrous tissue
starts to stick to the
ligaments in your
shoulder, especially in the
lower part of the joint
where the ligaments are
most lax.

You are always moving
your shoulders, even if it’s
brushing your hair or
reaching behind you to
close the car door.
Because of this ongoing
movement, adhesions

Once these adhesions
begin to form, the
shoulder starts to feel stiff
and uncomfortable.

the Pendulum exercise
Your massage therapist
can give you exercises to
prevent or treat frozen
shoulder. This “Pendulum
exercise” is used to
maintain mobility in your
shoulder. Bend forward
from your hips and
support the weight of your
upper body. Let your
shoulder relax and gently
swing a small weight back
and forth.
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Article continued on
page 3…..
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how does a shoulder “freeze” continued…
You’ll limit your movement
in response to the pain
and the reduced
movement causes more
stiffness. Before you know
it, you’re trapped in what
seems to be a vicious
cycle.
If you don’t take care of
the problem immediately,
it will progress from a
little discomfort to severe
pain that interferes with
your daily activities and
your sleep. It can become
difficult or impossible to
do simple things like
brushing your hair, doing
up your bra behind your
back or even reaching
your arm back to put it
into the sleeve of your
coat.
Over time, you will be
unable to lift your arm.
Your shoulder, in a sense,
becomes frozen, hence
the name. The pain in the
shoulder can be

intolerable and will likely
spread into your neck and
arm as your body tries to
compensate for the lost
movement. If you catch
the problem early, you
can recover relatively
quickly with some regular
massage and some selfcare exercises that you
can do at home.
Otherwise expect a
lengthy and somewhat
uncomfortable course of
treatment to regain your
normal pain-free
movement.
The conventional
treatment for a severe
case is manipulation
under anesthetic. A
surgeon will put you
under and while you are
asleep will force your
shoulder through a full
range of motion to pull
apart the adhesions.
Sometimes surgery is
used. In either case, don’t

The frozen shoulder mimic
Trigger points in one of the
rotator cuff muscles can
mimic the exact same
symptoms as frozen
shoulder.
There’s a rotator cuff

muscle underneath the
shoulder blade (scapula)
that is called subscapularis.
It can develop knots or
trigger points that cause
symptoms that are almost

expect a quick fix. This
kind of treatment is
usually followed by
several months of physical
therapy or massage
therapy.
For moderate cases,
doctors may use oral antiinflammatory drugs, or
they may inject cortisone
or anesthetic medications
into your shoulder to
reduce the pain and
inflammation.
Your massage therapist
will typically treat frozen
shoulder through a
combination of massage
techniques, stretching and
possibly joint mobilization
procedures. This will be
combined with exercises
that you must do between
treatments. Your therapist
will suggest a treatment
schedule that is best for
you. You’ll likely need
frequent short treatments
that may last for many
weeks.

exactly like symptoms of
frozen shoulder. These knots
refer pain into the shoulder in
the same way and cause your
movement to be limited in a
similar pattern.

Article continued on Page 4…
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“That the
subscapularis
muscle is
critically
involved (in
frozen
shoulder) is
usually
overlooked.”
– Trigger point
specialist,
Dr Janet Travell,
MD
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The frozen shoulder mimic continued…
Unlike frozen shoulder, however, these trigger points can be deactivated,
sometimes very quickly. Relief can be had after only a few sessions.
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Massage therapists are able to assess for these trigger points and help eliminate
them from your muscles. Your therapist may do hands on work to the muscle to get
rid of the knot or they may use a gentle stretch technique where they will have you
first contract and then relax the muscle as they pull it into a stretched position.
There are a variety of approaches that can be taken and your massage therapist
will choose the most appropriate techniques for your needs.

Vernon, BC
V1T 2A3

About Cascade Massage Therapy
Phone:

My Approach

(250) 550-4727
You are welcome to
call me for a free 10
minute phone
consultation. We can
discuss your goals and
I will answer any
questions you may
have about how
Cascade Massage
Therapy can benefit
you.

The information in this
newsletter is
educational only and is
not intended to
replace the advice of
your personal health
care providers.

I bring over 18 years of
bodywork experience
and education to the
massage table! I offer
you diverse and
comprehensive massage
therapy sessions. Your
treatment goals are
foremost and your needs
will be heard and
addressed. I utilize both
traditional and alternative
treatment techniques, and
recommend self care tips
and exercise options that
evolve with your individual
healing process.

My intention is to be a
facilitator in the cascade
of your healing process
and health
maintenance. I believe
that within the human body
is the desire and ability to
be well, and through
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bodywork, I serve to act as
a catalyst for this process.

This is your time - I
encourage you to enjoy the
stillness of your session,
and sense the changes
occurring in your body
while we work - you don’t
need to be entertaining or
start a conversation; that
being said, please recognize
that I do not read minds. I
expect my clients to
participate in his or her
experience and give
feedback when there is any
discomfort during the
treatment.

Cascade Massage
Therapy is focused on
education and
prevention. It is important
that you know what you
can do to help prevent
stress, tension, and pain
when you are not with me.
I allow for time at the end
of our session to converse,
suggest self care tips and
exercises that would be
beneficial for you, and
answer any questions that
you may have.
I believe that prolonged
stress, whether
environmental, physical or
emotional is a primary
factor in dis-ease and a
true obstacle to healing.
Therefore, I welcome you

to a peace-filled and
relaxing environment
where you can
experience relief from
pain and tension.

